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RequestProfileCorrections
r3 - 2020-08-21 - 14:21  MaartenLitmaath

Overview
This page documents the policy to request re computation of SAM3 availabilities results for WLCG. How to request a re computation How to follow a...

ProfileCorrections
r5 - 2020-04-21 - 23:55  MaartenLitmaath

How to apply corrections to a profile
Introduction
A profile defines how to combine several metrics using an algorithm. The result is a new metric that calculates...

SiteStatusBoard
r22 - 2018-11-07 - 15:37  AlbertoAimar

Help page of the Site Status Board
Information for the end user
Basic concepts
The Site Status Board is a monitoring tool that describes the status of Sites. The...

MedAustron
r6 - 2018-10-11 - 08:32  DietrichLiko

Grid Setup for MedAustron
For a http://cern.ch/ganga GANGA package, GangaMedAustron has been developed. Following features have been implemented: Software...

SAM3Rota
r23 - 2018-02-28 - 16:52  PedroAndrade

SAM3 rota Calendar
Period Rota
January 2015 Pablo
February 2015 Hector
March 2015 Rocio
April 2015 Rocio
May 2015 Cristovao...

DDMDashboard
r27 - 2016-04-11 - 16:09  SergeyBelov

ATLAS DDM Dashboard
Architecture
User interface
Collectors
Architecture
RPM packages
Configuration files
Log files
Data flows
Database Accounts...

CheckList
r19 - 2015-12-28 - 15:09  LucaMagnoni

Check the attached pictures for schedule and phone numbers. WLCG Data Transfer Dashboards If plots seems to be up to date (data in the last hours) then everything...

ExpertsOnCall
r9 - 2015-12-18 - 11:19  JuliaAndreeva

WLCG Transfer Dashboard
Applications
FTS Dashboard
Hassen phone : AAA and FAX Dashboard Luca phone: 166447 Swiss mobile:0041762174549 ,Cris phone:....

HammerCloud
r3 - 2015-12-17 - 16:31  ValentinaMancinelli

The HammerCloud infrastructure is composed as follow: ATLAS production core server and web server: it hammercloud core 01 ATLAS production submit nodes:...

AtlasPandaGangaCollectors
r4 - 2015-12-07 - 14:26  EdwardKaravakis

ATLAS Panda Troubleshooting Guide
Panda Collector
The Panda collector is running on the dashb ai 566 virtual machine. In order to restart the collector, log...

OurInternalShiftCalendar
r2 - 2015-12-07 - 14:09  PabloSaiz

19,20,21 Julia 22,23 Cris 24,25 Eddie 26,27 Rocio 28,29,30 Pablo 31,1 Luca 2,3 Sergey
ClusterOperations
NEW - 2015-11-12 - 09:14 PabloSaiz

BOOT FULL ALARM Boot full alarms happen when we have several kernels installed. In case of boot full alarms: 1. Check how many kernels are installed: root@dashb...

Dashboard
r350 - 2015-11-12 - 09:11 PabloSaiz

ARDA Dashboard Quick Links Homepage Cluster (dashboard) Demo Guidelines Support For other doubts or if you could not find us there, please send an email...

WebpageScreenshotCommandline
NEW - 2015-10-16 - 19:05 SergeyBelov

Capturing web pages screenshots from command line The solution is based on using http://phantomjs.org/. Build and setup instructions are available on the project’s...

GitIntro
r4 - 2015-10-09 - 13:44 MattWilliams

Moved to https://github.com/ganga devs/ganga/wiki/Git Intro

GangaIndex
r189 - 2015-09-24 - 11:32 MattWilliams

These pages are currently under cleanup and reorganization (by Kuba) JunkBuffer Ganga Collaboration Page Homepage: http://cern.ch/ganga Operations Release management...

GangaService
r3 - 2015-09-18 - 14:44 MarkWSlater

Running Ganga as a Service Introduction As of Ganga 5.8.7, it is possible to run Ganga not only daemonised but as a light weight socket style service. This Twiki...

ElasticSearchEvaluation
r73 - 2015-08-13 - 11:00 EdwardKaravakis

Evaluation of ElasticSearch Current evaluation Hassen has performed an evaluation of elasticsearch with the Aggregation module comparing the results with last year...

DashboardAuthenticationAuthorisation
r7 - 2015-07-30 - 11:48 UnknownUser

Dashboard Authentication and Authorisation Authentication module (dashboard.auth) This module’s purpose is to set up the CERN SSO Portal over any dashboard application...

ElasticSearchUserAuthorization
r4 - 2015-07-17 - 12:06 IvanKadochnikov

Adding new application: In repo it puppet hostgroup dashboard, in data/hostgroup/dashboard/elasticsearch.yaml add the new application to the list elasticsearch index...

GangaCodingSprint2015July
r7 - 2015-07-06 - 09:49 RobCurrie

Ganga coding sprint July 2015 On the 7th of July 2015 we will meet at Imperial College for a Ganga coding sprint. The main topics of the day are: Refactoring...

ElasticSearchOptimisations
r6 - 2015-06-08 - 17:02 EdwardKaravakis

With the following changes a rolling restart will take 2.5 hours instead of a day (or even more). Optimisations to reduce the downtime The following changes that...
MoreAggregationResults
r7 - 2015-06-04 - 09:48 IvanKadochnikov

Experiment parameters physical PC, pcitsdc04 with centos7 cern Identical, unburdened AI nodes: ikadochn es c, ikadochn es c3, nova large (4 CPU, 8GB) with slc6 Unless...

JobMonitoringApplications
r3 - 2015-05-06 - 12:13 JuliaAndreeva

CMS When experts have to be contacted If there is a snow/GGUS then just send SMS to Eddie (00306948878807) and Julia (164588) If you get alarms for one...

DashboardEvo
NEW - 2015-04-02 - 13:45 LucaMagnoni

WLCG Data Analytics platform data analytics platform on Hadoop friends. LucaMagnoni 2015 04 02
ATLASDDMDashboardInstall
r5 - 2015-03-16 - 16:47 SergeyBelov

Experience of installation of integration server for ATLAS DDM Dashboard 1. Machine dashb ai 677 was created with the same parameters as dashb ai 611 (existing...

AccountingHandover
r9 - 2015-02-04 - 11:32 EdwardKaravakis

ATLAS accounting and job processing Hand over Guide Applications Accounting...

SAM3APIGuide
r4 - 2015-01-30 - 12:15 UnknownUser

SAM3 API DOCUMENTATION GET latestresultssmry json Returns a summary of the latest test results. Resource URL http://wlcg sam experiment .cern.ch/dashboard/request...

WLCGTransferDashboardApplications
r2 - 2014-12-17 - 12:56 LucaMagnoni

What to do The list of services is described in https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/ArdaGrid/CheckList. Please send an SMS to the expert in case of SNOW ticket for...
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